Dear Parents,
First and foremost, I wish you all the best of health and spirit in these difficult times and pray for your and
your loved one’s well being. I would also like to congratulate you for your tremendous efforts and support
in keeping the education for your children up and running during this pandemic crisis.
We all know that Covid-19 has changed the role of technology in education and today we and our children
rely on it and find new ways every day to learn. In order to channelize this learning more systematically,
the School has evaluated multiple technology partners and decided to partner with GeniusCorner, the
most comprehensive learning programme in the country. GeniusCorner has already helped our students
in their online examination through its basic programme which helps our students with detailed analysis of
their performance and understanding of learning gaps and it can further help them in the following ways
through its advanced personalized learning:
❖ Assessments: Students can undertake secure online assessments (Basic Program)
❖ Analysis: Detailed topic-wise reports of student’s learning and progress (Basic Program)
❖ Preparation for Upcoming Exams (Advanced): Enables students to prepare for the upcoming
exams with help of most commonly asked questions and the best approach to solve them.
❖ Think Smarter (Advanced): Take your learning beyond the classroom. See the questions that
are answered correctly by only 8-10% of the students in the country and challenge yourself with
them.
❖ Score More (Advanced): See the answers that helped students across the country to score
perfect scores. Shows you the responses that teachers across India consider close to perfect.
❖ Virtual Tutor (Advanced): Virtual Tutor to help you on the questions where you have made
mistakes so that you don't repeat these mistakes again.
❖ Personalized Improvement Modules (Advanced): Learning Module tailored to each child’s
unique strengths and weaknesses to help the child master all concepts.
❖ Personalized worksheets (Advanced): Makes your learning highly effective with worksheets
designed as per your unique individual learner profile.
❖ Synced with School Curriculum: Offerings in GeniusCorner programme are always synced
with the school syllabus which keeps the students focused.
❖ Monthly Subscription: All the premium services are offered on a monthly basis to avoid any
extra burden of bulk payments.
❖ Anytime Cancellation: Users can cancel their subscription at any time and claim the refund as
well if you have made the advance payment.
All the students can experience all these advanced features of Personalized Learning for a free trial of 5
Days which has been activated for all the students by Genius Corner. Those who do not wish to continue
with premium services can cancel the trial anytime before December 1, 2020 via ecare application by
clicking on Assessment. A Personalised Learning Fee Rs. 500/- per month has been added to the school
fee and those who choose to continue with advanced personalized learning for their children can pay the
fee via e-Care Application with school fee by selecting the Personalized Learning Fee Type or at School
Fee Counter.
Please note that this is a non-mandatory service and parents reserve the right to opt out from this
programme by cancelling it
Regards,
Principal

